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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aries 1° A woman rises out of 

water, a seal rises and embraces 

her. 

Aries 2° A comedian entertaining a 

group 

Aries 3° A cameo profile of a man 

in the outline of his country 

Aries 4° Two lovers strolling 

through a secluded walk 

Aries 5° A triangle with wings 

REALIZATION RELEASE EXPLOITATION ENJOYMENT ZEAL 

When positive, the degree is an 

illimitability of experience of which 

anyone can take advantage under 

any or all circumstances, and when 

negative, a failure to find a place in 

life because the self cannot 

separate itself from its own 

private obsessions. 

When positive, the degree is the 

power of personality through a full 

and completely uninhibited self-

expression, and when negative, a 

neglect of common responsibility 

through idle diversions of interest. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

capacity for giving full play to 

every ramification of the reality 

he has created for himself, and 

when negative, an unimaginative 

conventionality which leaves him in 

bondage to every current 

stereotype of human relations. 

When positive, the degree is an 

utterly naïve assimilation of self 

into its world and a complete flow 

of all effort towards some proper 

end, and when negative, the 

indiscriminate loss of the self's 

real assets in pure self-indulgence. 

When positive, the degree is the 

creative transformation of 

everything into an expression of 

enduring idea and a reflection of 

the real vision ahead, and when 

negative, blissful obliviousness to 

all normal or everyday 

considerations. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aries 6° A square brightly lighted 

on one side 

Aries 7° A man successfully 

expressing himself in two realms at 

once 

Aries 8° A large hat with 

streamers flying, facing east 

Aries 9° A crystal gazer Aries 10° A man teaching new 

forms for old symbols 

SET PROFICIENCY EXCITATION ACUTENESS INTERPRETATION 

When positive, the degree is the 

absolute unimpeachability of a 

genuine self-direction, and when 

negative, complete loss of self-

efficacy in a surrender to 

frustrations. 

When positive, the degree is 

unlimited versatility and a special 

gift for divorcing the things of 

issue from whatever lacks 

immediate pertinence, and when 

negative, a tendency to defeat all 

self-competence in an unintelligent 

scattering of interest. 

When positive, the degree is 

continual self-orientation to the 

nascent potentialities of all life 

and experience, and when negative, 

a tendency to idle posing or an 

empty pretense of good will and 

interest. 

When positive, the degree is 

consummate insight in planning the 

course of events or organizing 

them in the light of immediate 

convenience, and when negative, an 

idle curiosity and a surrender of all 

reality to the vagaries of the 

moment. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional capacity for putting 

every part of an individual's 

heritage to work, and when 

negative, witless distortion of 

values and twisted perspective in 

general events. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aries 11° The president of the 

country 

Aries 12° A flock of white geese Aries 13° An unsuccessful bomb 

explosion 

Aries 14° A serpent coiling near a 

man and a woman 

Aries 15° An Indian weaving a 

blanket. 

IDEALIZATION INSOUCIANCE IMPETUOUSNESS REVELATION DILIGENCE 

When positive, the degree is the 

self-sacrifice required of anybody 

who would become the creative 

representative of eternal value, 

and when negative, an often well-

meaning but usually destructive 

assertiveness or vain pretense. 

When positive, the degree is a 

completely naïve independence or 

an ever-immediate capacity for 

rising above any given involvement 

in experience, and when negative, 

thoughtless disinterest in anything 

of real value to the self. 

When positive, the degree is a 

dramatic rejection of any 

accomplishment falling at all short 

of very deep or hallowed purpose, 

and when negative, a waste of 

opportunity and a futile 

expenditure of self through vanity 

or petulance. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional self-discipline in the 

continual acquisition of a very real 

understanding, and when negative, 

a surrender to lower or transient 

impulses in every area of personal 

experience. 

When positive, the degree is the 

quiet persistence of each proper 

act of self in the interest of its 

own genius, and when negative, an 

acceptance of the dull routine of 

everyday as a species of transient 

security. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-specializing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aries 16° Brownies dancing in the 

setting sun 

Aries 17° Two prim spinsters Aries 18° An empty hammock Aries 19° The magic carpet Aries 20° A young girl feeding 

birds in winter 

INVIGORATION DIVORCEMENT RUMINATION PANORAMA HOSPITALITY 

When positive, the degree is simple 

good fortune together with 

unlimited opportunity as the direct 

fruitage of efforts, and when 

negative, delusions of adequacy 

with a complete inability to act in 

real self-interest. 

When positive, the degree is an 

utter fidelity to self and all its 

special idealizations of its own 

capacities, and when negative, an 

increasing exaltation of shallow 

interests and a witless pretense of 

distinction and great virtue. 

When positive, the degree is a 

thoroughgoing integrity 

established by the inner 

reconciliation of outer inharmonies, 

and when negative, inability to 

comprehend the conflicts of life 

and a consistent effort to dodge 

them. 

When positive, the degree is full 

realization of the broad 

endowment which every man may 

make his own, and when negative, 

detachment from ordinary living 

and a scorn for its responsibilities. 

When positive, the degree is a 

naïve genius in the administration 

of both the powers of nature and 

the potentialities of selfhood, and 

when negative, an overzealous and 

wasteful use of the self's 

resources in an effort to win 

approval by bread alone.  

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aries 21° A pugilist entering the 

ring 

Aries 22° The gate to the garden 

of desire 

Aries 23° A woman in pastel colors 

carrying a heavy and valuable but 

veiled load 

Aries 24° An open window and a 

net curtain blowing into a 

cornucopia 

Aries 25° A double promise 

EXERTION PROSPECT RETICENCE MUNIFICENCE SENSIBILITY 

When positive, the degree is a 

mobilization of the self's 

capacities in a concentrated 

attempt at self-establishment, and 

when negative, blind rebellion and a 

willingness to squander every 

resource on pseudo values. 

When positive, the degree is a high 

quickening to every possibility of 

individual discovery and 

experience, and when negative, a 

tendency to while away the years in 

contemplating the things which 

might be claimed for the self 

rather than making any real effort 

to gain them. 

When positive, the degree is the 

unimpeachable integrity of the man 

whose fullness of life becomes a 

practical contribution to the 

circumstances in which he dwells, 

and when negative, a disinclination 

to participate at all fairly in 

everyday living. 

When positive, the degree is an 

irrepressible genius for capturing 

the richer rewards of life and 

providing a wider distribution for 

the higher realities, and when 

negative, a smug and petty self-

importance in dispensing favors to 

others. 

When positive, the degree is a 

facility of adjustment by which 

everything in a given situation may 

be brought into the fullest co-

operation with everything else, and 

when negative, compromising 

insincerity and a lean to chicanery 

in all human relationships. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aries 26° A man possessed of more 

gifts than he can hold 

Aries 27° Lost opportunity 

regained in the imagination 

Aries 28° A large disappointed 

audience 

Aries 29° A celestial choir singing Aries 30° A duck pond and its 

brood 

EQUIPMENT REFORMULATION DISJUNCTION VENERATION RELIABILITY 

When positive, the degree is an 

uncompromising independence and 

an inexhaustible drive toward self-

discovery, and when negative, an 

obsession by ideas of no practical 

worth. 

When positive, the degree is the 

self's effective command of itself 

in any situation brought to 

immediate issue, and when 

negative, self-pity as a retreat 

from reality. 

When positive, the degree is 

complete spiritual independence, 

and when negative, a destructive 

assimilation of the self to every 

defeat or frustration of human 

kind. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for the effective articulation or 

manifestation of those eternal 

realities through which all people 

find themselves at one, and when 

negative, self-deception and an 

acceptance of every fantasy which 

will flatter the ego. 

When positive, the degree is an 

accustomed competency or ease in 

dealing with immediate 

circumstances, and when negative, 

a tendency toward provincialism or 

an acceptance of life with an 

altogether uncritical complacency. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Taurus 1° A clear mountain stream Taurus 2° An electrical storm Taurus 3° Steps up to a lawn 

blooming with clover 

Taurus 4° The rainbow's pot of 

gold 

Taurus 5° A widow at an open grave 

RESOURCEFULNESS TRANSFORMATION HOPEFULNESS FAITH REORIENTATION 

When positive the degree is high 

achievement through an unswerving 

fidelity to some definite course of 

action, and when negative, a 

tendency to waste the 

potentialities of being by aimless 

self-ramifications.  

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for dramatizing both the 

values at hand and the potentials 

ahead, and when negative, 

unreasoning timidity in all self-

expression. 

When positive, the degree is a 

creative optimism brought to 

embrace every facet of everyday 

striving, and when negative, an 

unwarranted self-indulgence and a 

disregard of all practical reality 

through a concern over the 

phantasmal and impossible. 

When positive, the degree is an 

inner assurance which enables man 

to hold steady in every course of 

his choosing, and when negative, a 

loss of all opportunity through 

futile expectation and an 

unintelligent wandering off in the 

quests of pure fancy. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

genius for personal aplomb or an 

effective transcendence of 

disappointment and delay in an 

ever-spiraling self-discovery, and 

when negative, surrender to 

frustration or descent to 

ineptitude. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Taurus 6° A bridge being built 

across a gorge 

Taurus 7° A woman of Samaria Taurus 8° A sleigh without snow Taurus 9° A Christmas tree 

decorated 

Taurus 10° A Red Cross nurse 

CHANNELSHIP AWAKENING SUSTAINMENT SYMBOLIZATION ENLISTMENT 

When positive, the degree is the 

directness and the practical 

instinct by which personality 

achieves ultimate benefit of its 

powers, and when negative, a love 

of short cuts and every possible 

escape from the obligations of 

daily living. 

When positive, the degree is 

absolute and wholly impersonal 

self-giving in the hope of an honest 

self-realization, and when negative, 

a debasing and carefree 

dissoluteness accepted in 

compensation for the unattained 

and more enduring satisfaction. 

When positive, the degree is a 

complete and effective alignment 

of self with whatever greater 

possibilities may remain unrealized 

in a given milieu, and when negative, 

a cheerful tolerance of today's 

frustrations in the vague hope of a 

better tomorrow. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

achievement of complete self-

satisfaction through a simple 

sharing of his potentials with his 

fellows, and when negative, a 

desire to place people under 

obligation and to enjoy life's riches 

without payment in kind. 

When positive, the degree is a 

complete dedication of the self to 

the worth-while and enduring 

projects through which it can lose 

all sense of separativeness, and 

when negative, a superficial 

pretense of humanitarianism in 

order to gain transient importance. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Taurus 11° A woman sprinkling 

flowers 

Taurus 12° Window-shoppers Taurus 13° A man handling baggage Taurus 14° Shellfish groping and 

children playing 

Taurus 15° A man muffled up, with 

a rakish silk hat 

CARE VISUALIZATION INDUSTRY EMERGENCE SOPHISTICATION 

When positive, the degree is the 

high stewardship by which man 

builds everything around him into 

an enduring organism for his own 

fulfillment, and when negative, 

superficial satisfactions and a 

wasteful truckling to petty 

concerns. 

When positive, the degree is high 

ability in presenting the immediate 

potentialities of human 

achievement and the consequent 

self-realizations, and when 

negative, self-depreciation and a 

dismissal of all really desirable 

things as beyond actual acquisition. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective self-competence and 

virility of interest in normal living, 

and when negative, a dissipation of 

selfhood and a depreciation of all 

ambition through the performance 

of drudgery without protest. 

When positive, the degree is the 

integrity of selfhood through its 

absoluteness of attention to its 

own business of continuing to be, 

and when negative, hopeless self-

diffusion through unnecessary 

concern over divergent potentials 

of experience. 

When positive, the degree is a 

superb aplomb arising from the 

constant rediscovery of greater 

powers latent in selfhood, and 

when negative, marked insensibility 

to all deeper impulses and complete 

surrender to superficial self-

interest. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Taurus 16° An old man attempting 

vainly to reveal the Mysteries 

Taurus 17° A battle between the 

swords and the torches 

Taurus 18° A woman holding a bag 

out of a window 

Taurus 19° A newly formed 

continent 

Taurus 20° Wind clouds and haste 

PERTINACITY RESOLUTION FACILITATION ORIGINALITY EXALTATION 

When positive, the degree is the 

uncompromising integrity of higher 

vision and an unshakeable 

determination to dramatize it, and 

when negative, a failure in 

accomplishment through a loss of 

touch with everyday practicality. 

When positive, the degree is high 

organizational skill and an ability to 

bring the magic of understanding 

to any specific difficulty, and when 

negative, a loss of self-competence 

through the conflicting compulsions 

of necessity and desire. 

When positive, the degree is high 

personal effectiveness in 

commandeering the elements of 

experience for any particular 

purpose, and when negative, 

dissatisfaction with things as they 

are and complete ineptness in 

handling them. 

When positive, the degree is a 

revolutionary potentiality by which 

each individual is enabled to 

remodel the entire face of the 

universe, and when negative, a 

genius for futile turmoil and 

persistent upset. 

When positive, the degree is 

efficiency in controlling events at 

any point of transition or crisis, 

and when negative, a diffusion of 

self and waste of energy in an 

attempt to grasp the myriad 

facets of the unessential. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Taurus 21° A finger pointing in an 

open book 

Taurus 22° White dove over 

troubled waters 

Taurus 23° A jewelry shop Taurus 24° A mounted Indian with 

scalp locks 

Taurus 25° A large well-kept public 

park 

CONFIRMATION GUIDANCE PRESERVATION COMMAND RECREATION 

When positive, the degree is a 

sensitiveness to the enduring 

significance of each special 

complex in human affairs, and when 

negative, a loss of integrity 

through blind obedience to others 

and a tendency to do things by 

rote. 

When positive, the degree is a 

skillful reconciliation of 

difficulties in the light of over-all 

potentials, and when negative, an 

ineffectiveness of mind through 

habitual woolgathering. 

When positive, the degree is a 

happy gift for shaping all vision to 

larger dimensions and directing all 

aspiration to more than trivial 

ends, and when negative, a 

greediness which betrays the soul 

with trifles. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unimpeachable control over life 

through a discipline of the self and 

its powers, and when negative, a 

ruthlessness or complete 

inhumanity in dealing with others. 

When positive, the degree is a high 

devotion to the practical welfare 

of all people collectively, and when 

negative, a complete surrender of 

personality to mass judgments and 

transient superficialities. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Taurus 26° A Spaniard serenading 

his senorita 

Taurus 27° A squaw selling beads Taurus 28° A woman pursued by 

mature romance 

Taurus 29° Two cobblers working 

at a table 

Taurus 30° A peacock parading on 

an ancient lawn 

CONSTANCY DETACHMENT PERSUASION CAPABILITY ALOOFNESS 

When positive, the degree is the 

continual reassurance by which the 

will of man coaxes the depths of 

his soul into his experience, and 

when negative, futile attempts to 

control life by emptying 

blandishment. 

When positive, the degree is 

creative aplomb or the ability of 

humankind to dramatize itself 

effectively in even the least of 

situations, and when negative, a 

retreat within and an acceptance 

of the sterilities of life as the 

manifestation of selfhood. 

When positive, the degree is the 

soul's effective capitalization on 

its more enduring potentials, and 

when negative, a tendency to lose 

heart and accept lesser things 

when greater ones lie at hand. 

When positive, the degree is a 

recognized integrity as an outer 

sign of exceptional talents, and 

when negative, a willingness to 

putter the years away at tasks 

devoid of all personal meaning. 

When positive, the degree is a 

special flair for dramatizing the 

heritage of the race or for 

capitalizing on the lessons of 

history in some special fashion, and 

when negative, a wholly 

unrewarding if not destructive 

self-contemplation. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

efficient-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Gemini 1° A glass-bottomed boat in 

still water 

Gemini 2° Santa Claus filling 

stockings furtively 

Gemini 3° The garden of the 

Tuileries 

Gemini 4° Holly and mistletoe Gemini 5° A radical magazine 

CURIOSITY PRODIGALITY LUXURY RITUALIZATION TANGENCY 

When positive, the degree is high 

competence in the estimation of 

life's potentialities, and when 

negative, a lack of effective 

participation in reality because of 

continual indecisiveness. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unusual capacity for bringing man's 

possessions into a wide acceptance 

and for heightening every proper 

joy in worldly goods, and when 

negative, a childish or clandestine 

futility in seeking any normal 

richness of living. 

When positive, the degree is the 

creative stability which enables 

each individual to participate in the 

full gamut of satisfactions 

developed and cherished by his 

fellows as well as himself, and when 

negative, complete selfishness and 

a joy in lording it over others. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for fellow participation in every 

rewarding expression of 

individuality on all levels of human 

relationship, and when negative, 

complete obsession with 

superficialities. 

When positive, the degree is 

personality in its highly effective 

capacity for putting its stamp on 

everything it touches, and when 

negative, a perverse determination 

to quarrel with everybody. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Gemini 6° Drilling for oil Gemini 7° An old-fashioned well Gemini 8° An industrial strike Gemini 9° A quiver filled with 

arrows 

Gemini 10° An airplane falling 

SPECULATION RECOMPENSE PROTEST PREPARATION CRISIS 

When positive, the degree is 

achievement through an 

exceptional concentration or 

specialization of effort, and when 

negative, long-range or foolish 

gambling and ill-considered self-

exploitation. 

When positive, the degree is 

absolute self-reliance and 

uncompromising faithfulness, and 

when negative, insensibility and 

ineptness in all human contact. 

When positive, the degree is 

undeviating self-assertiveness and 

a refusal to accept any lesser in 

lieu of a greater, and when 

negative, a dissatisfaction which 

surrenders rather than regrasps 

the self's potential. 

When positive, the degree is 

unlimited personal capacity for 

rising to the issue of the moment 

on any level of experience, and 

when negative, querulous 

overconfidence and quixotic 

notions. 

When positive, the degree is the 

highly advantageous reorientation 

of selfhood through every issue, 

and when negative, defeat through 

disinclination to lift even a finger 

in decent self-interest. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

social-inspired. 
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Gemini 11° A new path of realism in 

experience 

Gemini 12° A Topsy saucily 

asserting herself 

Gemini 13˚ A great musician at his 

piano 

Gemini 14° A conversation by 

telepathy 

Gemini 15° Two Dutch children 

talking 

IDENTIFICATION GROWTH ACHIEVEMENT INTIMATION CLARIFICATION 

When positive, the degree is 

effective mobilization of the self's 

practical resources for the role it 

must play in daily living, and when 

negative, self-delusion through 

sheer fantasy. 

When positive, the degree is a high 

gift for taking personal advantage 

of every new situation in 

experience, and when negative, a 

joy in pure dissatisfaction. 

When positive, the degree is the 

creative assurance which 

contributes enduring overtones to 

human understanding, and when 

negative, self-defeat through a 

delight in momentary attention or 

superficial adulation. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional capacity for 

achievement through the more 

organic relationships of personality 

in given and pertinent connections, 

and when negative, attempted 

accomplishment through innuendo 

or underhanded means. 

When positive, the degree is a 

self-confidence of spirit by which 

man is able to establish himself 

advantageously at ease in any 

possible situation, and when 

negative, extreme provincialism 

and inability to communicate ideas 

of any moment. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Gemini 16° A woman suffragist 

haranguing 

Gemini 17° The head of health 

dissolved into the head of 

mentality 

Gemini 18° Two Chinese men talking 

Chinese 

Gemini 19° A large archaic volume Gemini 20° A cafeteria 

INDIGNATION DEVELOPMENT DIFFERENCE BACKGROUND SUPPLY 

When positive, the degree is an 

unswerving determination to 

expand every potential of being 

and take part in every possible 

detail of world-wide 

reconstruction, and when negative, 

a bias forever exalting itself. 

When positive, the degree is the 

effective orientation of selfhood 

in an over-all vision, and when 

negative, a defeat of 

accomplishment by a senseless 

clinging to the illusions of youth. 

When positive, the degree is the 

effective mobilization of self and 

others for life's more specialized 

objectives, and when negative, a 

thorough dissipation of selfhood 

through alien relationships. 

When positive, the degree is a 

special capacity for the recovery 

of prior advantages or the 

effective disentanglement of 

present involvements, and when 

negative, a slavish worship of 

tradition and authority. 

When positive, the degree is a 

fullness of contribution and an 

effectiveness of requisition in all 

personal relationships, and when 

negative, a chronic inability to 

make decisions or a hopelessly 

dilettante spirit. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Gemini 21° A labor demonstration Gemini 22° A barn dance Gemini 23° Three fledglings in a 

nest high in a tree 

Gemini 24° Children skating on ice Gemini 25° A man trimming palms 

REPRESENTATION GREGARIOUSNESS ELEVATION FUN ENHANCEMENT 

When positive, the degree is a 

consistent courage in attacking 

major problems at any cost of 

minor well-being or inconvenience, 

and when negative, futile ill-will 

and bluster. 

When positive, the degree is an 

ability to plunge into major and 

rewarding experiences without the 

least self-reservation, and when 

negative, a dependence on 

superficialities for self-

satisfaction and on petty 

indulgences for self-assurance. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unconditioned creativity exalted to 

the point of complete freedom 

from any immediate involvement, 

and when negative, psychological 

witlessness and a false sense of 

release from responsibility. 

When positive, the degree is soul-

satisfying experiment in the 

infinitely varying channels of 

possible self-discovery, and when 

negative, a tendency to live for 

momentary excitement. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional gift for bringing all 

things to an effective service in 

some special aspect of over-all 

achievement, and when negative, an 

empty display of trivial 

excellencies.  

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Gemini 26° Winter frost in the 

woods 

Gemini 27° A gypsy coming out of 

the forest 

Gemini 28° A man declared 

bankrupt 

Gemini 29° The first mockingbird 

in spring 

Gemini 30° Bathing beauties 

SPLENDOR EXPENDITURE DELIVERANCE QUICKENING CHARM 

When positive, the degree is the 

creative transformation by which 

older cycles give way to newer 

ones, and when negative, a 

reduction of the useless to a total 

annihilation. 

When positive, the degree is self-

release through a joy in the 

accomplishments of the moment, 

and when negative, complete 

disinclination to enter into the 

ordinary relationships of society. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective and over-all 

resourcefulness in even the worst 

of situations, and when negative, a 

willingness to dodge every 

responsibility and betray the very 

core of self. 

When positive, the degree is 

consistent stimulation to others in 

all human affairs, and when 

negative, annoying self-

assertiveness.  

When positive, the degree is a 

special capacity for bringing the 

familiar desires and interests to an 

enduring representation of 

worthiness, and when negative, 

regression to childish vanities. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Cancer 1° A furled and an unfurled 

flag displayed from a vessel 

Cancer 2° A man suspended over a 

vast level place 

Cancer 3° A man all bundled up in 

fur leading a shaggy deer 

Cancer 4° A cat arguing with a 

mouse 

Cancer 5° An automobile wrecked 

by a train 

ADAPTABILITY CONTEMPLATION INDOMITABILITY JUSTIFICATION DISPERSION 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for highly profitable adjustment in 

every developing relationship with 

others, and when negative, 

vacillation if not complete 

instability. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional spread of 

comprehension and a continual self-

orientation of understanding, and 

when negative, a flighty 

transcendence or an impatience 

with all immediate or down-to-

earth considerations. 

When positive, the degree is 

unlimited self-reliance in and 

through every possible phase of 

self-expression, and when negative, 

self-imposed handicaps and a 

needless acceptance of everyday 

restrictions. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for persuading others to accept 

the motives of self and to co-

operate with its ends, and when 

negative, interminable quarreling 

with the nature of things. 

When positive, the degree is a 

special genius for a creative 

reorganization of all experience, 

and when negative, an insensitive 

recklessness. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Cancer 6° Game birds feathering 

their nests 

Cancer 7° Two fairies on a moonlit 

night 

Cancer 8° Rabbits dressed in 

clothes and on parade 

Cancer 9° A tiny nude miss 

reaching in the water for a fish 

Cancer 10° A large diamond not 

completely cut 

METICULOUSNESS ASCENDANCY APPROPRIATION INCLINATION LATENCY 

When positive, the degree is high 

intelligence and skill in enlisting 

the potentials of experience for 

the service of self, and when 

negative, unnecessary concern over 

everyday security. 

When positive, the degree is a 

transforming sensitivity or a 

healing imagination, and when 

negative, a senseless retreat to 

make-believe. 

When positive, the degree is 

unlimited assurance in any 

projection of self into a superior 

dimension of reality, and when 

negative, an ingenuous substitution 

of affirmation for accomplishment.  

When positive, the degree is 

ingratiating and irresistible 

capacity for self-expression, and 

when negative, continual 

indiscretion as a bar to any 

appreciable achievement. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective gift for dramatizing the 

potentialities of everything at 

hand, and when negative, a futile 

lean on purely static merit. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Cancer 11° A clown making grimaces Cancer 12° A Chinese woman 

nursing a baby with a message 

Cancer 13° One hand slightly 

flexed with a very prominent 

thumb 

Cancer 14° A very old man facing a 

vast dark space to the northeast 

Cancer 15° A group of people who 

have overeaten and enjoyed it 

INIMITABILITY MATERIALIZATION DETERMINATION SANCTION SATIETY 

When positive, the degree is 

effective sharpening of an 

individual's dominant or everyday 

impact on others, and when 

negative, a loss of personal 

influence through aimless self-

exploitation. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for bringing the more Godlike 

resources or superior powers of 

self to a point of real community 

service, and when negative, 

completely unreasonable demands 

for recognition. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional steadiness and a high 

sense of self-responsibility in 

every issue of the moment, and 

when negative, unnecessary 

aggressiveness and a self-

defeating shortsightedness. 

When positive, the degree is a 

highly effective enlistment of 

deeper and hidden elements of life 

for some momentary end, and when 

negative, lack of purpose and utter 

chaos in understanding. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective and smooth 

demonstration of human 

competence, and when negative, a 

self-disintegrating surrender to 

appetite. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Cancer 16° A man before a square 

with a manuscript scroll before him 

Cancer 17° The germ grows into 

knowledge and life. 

Cancer 18° A hen scratching for 

her chicks 

Cancer 19° A priest performing a 

marriage ceremony 

Cancer 20° Gondoliers in a 

serenade 

PROFUNDITY UNFOLDMENT PROVISION CONFORMITY SENTIMENT 

When positive, the degree is an 

absolute and personal control and 

organization of self for the 

purposes of each special situation, 

and when negative, self-limitation 

through unimaginative perspective. 

When positive, the degree is a 

completeness of personal 

realization and self-consummation 

in every context of immediate 

concern, and when negative, an 

assumption of self-integrity 

neither appreciated or possessed. 

When positive, the degree is a 

marked capacity for meeting every 

demand of existence 

advantageously and with a 

persisting self-fulfillment, and 

when negative, idle bustle and 

unprofitable labor. 

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for bringing various facets 

of life into organic unity, and when 

negative, bondage to outer form. 

When positive, the degree is a 

perfecting of those personal traits 

and inclinations which bring an 

enduring satisfaction to every 

immediate situation, and when 

negative, a retreat of self from all 

worth-while reality. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Cancer 21° A prima donna singing Cancer 22° A woman awaiting a 

sailboat 

Cancer 23° Meeting of a literary 

society 

Cancer 24° A woman and two men 

on a bit of sunlit land facing south 

Cancer 25° A dark shadow or 

mantle thrown suddenly over the 

right shoulder 

EXCELLENCE EQUANIMITY CRITICISM INCEPTION DESTINY 

When positive, the degree is an 

overflowing richness of self 

through its full command of its own 

deep and genuine potentials, and 

when negative, superficial self-

affirmation and unseemly display. 

When positive, the degree is a sure 

insight into the meaning of chance 

events and the current drift of 

circumstance, and when negative, 

senseless dependence on accidents 

of fortune. 

When positive, the degree is 

accomplishment through an 

exacting appreciation of common 

effort and a rigorous revelation of 

private acts and attitudes, and 

when negative, a substitution of 

idle discussion for actual 

participation in reality. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unusual gift for organizing and 

exploiting the self's potentials, and 

when negative, a devastating sense 

of ineptitude and estrangement 

from reality. 

When positive, the degree is some 

dramatic manifestation of genius 

vital to the general welfare of man, 

and when negative, a tendency to 

unwarranted presumption if not 

outright megalomania. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Cancer 26° Contentment and 

happiness in luxury, people reading 

on davenports 

Cancer 27° A storm in a canyon Cancer 28° A modern Pocahontas Cancer 29° A Muse weighing twins Cancer 30° A Daughter of the 

American Revolution 

REPOSE INTENSIFICATION COMPATIBILITY VALUE INHERITANCE 

When positive, the degree is a 

relaxation valuable for the 

momentary sustainment of human 

aspiration whenever it is strained 

beyond its powers of self-

regeneration, and when negative, 

the loss of all reality in a needless 

softness of living. 

When positive, the degree is an 

enlistment of every resource in life 

for a heightened expression of 

self, and when negative, fatuous 

enjoyment of turmoil. 

When positive, the degree is high 

skill in bringing older or neglected 

reality to the service of fresher 

and more vital self-fulfillments, 

and when negative, an inability to 

make personal adjustments and a 

stupid exaltation of conservatism. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effectiveness of judgment 

irrespective of momentary 

contradictions on every hand, and 

when negative, an undisciplined 

perfectionism. 

When positive, the degree is an 

infectious pride in leadership 

through which a group is able to 

act as a unit, and when negative, 

the ultimate betrayal of selfhood 

by a false assumption of 

superiority. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Leo 1° A case of apoplexy Leo 2° An epidemic of mumps Leo 3° A woman having her hair 

bobbed 

Leo 4° A man formally dressed and 

a deer with its horns folded 

Leo 5° Rock formations at the edge 

of a precipice 

IRRESISTIBILITY INFECTION DECISION MORALE ENDURANCE 

When positive, the degree is 

creativity in the day-by-day 

expression of the self's real 

possibilities, and when negative, 

thoroughgoing self-indulgence and 

imposition on others. 

When positive, the degree is 

continual self-dramatization as the 

basis for participation in current 

affairs, and when negative, retreat 

to self-deficiencies in a frantic 

effort to avoid experience. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptionally effective self-

mobilization for the sake of 

personal ambition, and when 

negative, wholly inadequate 

appreciation for the self and its 

destiny. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional capacity for winning 

and holding the esteem of men, and 

when negative, dependence on 

applause and a playing to the 

gallery to get it. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

genius for initial aplomb and 

ultimate competency in the face of 

all danger, and when negative, pure 

bullheadedness. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Leo 6° An old-fashioned woman and 

an up-to-date girl 

Leo 7° The constellations in the 

sky 

Leo 8° A Bolshevik propagandist Leo 9° Glass blowers Leo 10° Early morning dew 

CONTRAST SURETY LEAVEN DEFTNESS REJUVENATION 

When positive, the degree is 

personal achievement through a 

creative appreciation and 

adaptation of the values 

established by others, and when 

negative, overemphasis of 

individualistic traits and a 

psychological timidity. 

When positive, the degree is 

consistent effectiveness in 

understanding and self-ordering, 

and when negative, a loss of all 

present integrity through an 

unnecessary retreat to the remote 

or mysterious. 

When positive, the degree is a 

determination to share the soul's 

vision and to make a permanent 

impact on history, and when 

negative, futile ranting against a 

multitude of superficial ills. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effectiveness of personal 

participation in everyday 

existence, and when negative, 

willful or unintelligent distortion of 

reality. 

When positive, the degree is a 

special talent for finding the 

better in every situation where a 

worse may threaten disaster, and 

when negative, procrastination and 

total insensibility to the real 

powers of selfhood. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Leo 11° Children on a swing in a 

huge oak tree 

Leo 12° An evening lawn party Leo 13° An old sea captain rocking Leo 14° The human soul awaiting 

opportunity for expression 

Leo 15° A pageant 

DELIGHT COMPANIONSHIP RETROSPECT INGENUOUSNESS DEMONSTRATION 

When positive, the degree is a 

consistent zest for every possible 

phase of living and a real 

generosity of self-expenditure, 

and when negative, laziness exalted 

as a virtue. 

When positive, the degree is a 

genuine social maturity and an 

effective capacity for working with 

others, and when negative, a lack 

of all appreciation for the 

underlying reality of life itself. 

When positive, the degree is each 

person's unlimited capacity for 

calling up afresh the powers he has 

gained in his struggle toward self-

fulfillment, and when negative, 

insensibility to present reality in a 

full surrender to the past. 

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for an absolute 

wholeheartedness of participation 

in the everyday adventures of 

personality, and when negative, 

naïve procrastination and a lack of 

all genuine interest or enthusiasm. 

When positive, the degree is an 

irresistible heightening of self-

significance across the whole face 

of experience, and when negative, 

unconvincing claims and 

embarrassing self-assertion. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-specializing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Leo 16° Sunshine just after a 

storm 

Leo 17° A nonvested church choir Leo 18° A teacher of chemistry Leo 19° A houseboat party Leo 20° The Zuni sun worshippers 

RECOVERY COMMUNION INSTRUCTION CONGENIALITY FIDELITY 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional steadiness of 

perspective and fidelity to 

individual responsibility, and when 

negative, continual upset over 

petty issues. 

When positive, the degree is the 

effective quickening of man’s heart 

through interests which have been 

expanded to a point of real concern 

for his fellows, and when negative, 

unimaginative striving for 

undeserved popularity. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional self-confidence and a 

delight in subjecting all experience 

to the test of immediate 

application, and when negative, 

unintelligent dependence on 

supposition or rules of the book. 

When positive, the degree is a 

gracious eagerness of participation 

in the more worthwhile or enduring 

aspects of human affairs, and when 

negative, thoughtless self-

indulgence and contempt for the 

general welfare. 

When positive, the degree is an 

inner and absolute realization of 

the self's illimitable resources in 

situation and background, and when 

negative, a surrender of all 

personal reality to meaningless 

ceremonies. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Leo 21° Chickens intoxicated Leo 22° A carrier pigeon Leo 23° A bareback rider Leo 24° An untidy, unkempt man Leo 25° A large camel crossing the 

desert 

ACCENTUATION ENLIGHTENMENT AUDACITY IMPERTURBABILITY ADEQUACY 

When positive, the degree is the 

individual's capacity for a creative 

self-mobilization which will enable 

him to rise to the needs of every 

possible situation, and when 

negative, unnecessary bondage to 

externals. 

When positive, the degree is a 

complete mastery of all things 

through the normal processes of 

thought, and when negative, a lack 

of simple good sense. 

When positive, the degree is 

uncompromising courage in the 

everyday business of living and a 

carefree assurance in meeting the 

problems of a modern society, and 

when negative, idle self-display and 

intemperate desire for applause. 

When positive, the degree is an 

ease of outer accomplishment 

thanks to the inner intensification 

and increasing sensibility, and when 

negative, perverse satisfaction in a 

neglect of self. 

When positive, the degree is 

uncompromising persistence and 

uncomplaining self-expenditure in 

any course to be followed, and 

when negative, ruthlessness in an 

unintelligent self-interest. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Leo 26° A rainbow Leo 27° Daybreak Leo 28° Many little birds on the 

limb of a large tree 

Leo 29° A mermaid Leo 30° An unsealed letter 

SIGNIFICANCE GENESIS RAMIFICATION IMPORTUNITY CONFIDENCE 

When positive, the degree is a 

sense of very real spiritual power 

and presence in all personal effort 

and desire, and when negative, an 

uncritical acceptance of every 

passing hope or dream as 

something on which to depend. 

When positive, the degree is an 

untiring capture and recapture of 

life throughout the constant and 

confusing shifts of being, and when 

negative, wishful thinking and 

satisfaction in a vague tomorrow. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

effective mobilization of all the 

unrealized possibilities of his 

destiny, and when negative, an 

enjoyment of confusion or the 

momentary self-importance it 

brings. 

When positive, the degree is a 

completeness of quickening to 

inner instincts of the being and a 

real willingness to trust them, and 

when negative, a lack of 

discrimination and an awkward 

insensitivity. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional skill in winning and 

holding the respect of everybody, 

and when negative, a genius for 

indiscreetness. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

original-generalizing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Virgo 1° A man's head Virgo 2° A large white cross 

upraised 

Virgo 3° Two angels bring 

protection 

Virgo 4° A colored child playing 

with white children 

Virgo 5° A man dreaming of fairies 

CHARACTER GLORIFICATION SECURITY INTIMACY OUTLOOK 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective self-assurance and an 

ever-clear vision of each emerging 

opportunity in life, and when 

negative, inordinate vanity and a 

consistent overestimation of 

individual capacities. 

When positive, the degree is an 

utterly selfless enlistment in some 

dramatic service for the ultimate 

welfare of humankind, and when 

negative, witless dogmatism and 

misdirected efforts for causes of 

great pretension but little real 

worth. 

When positive, the degree is a sure 

conviction which enables man to 

proceed to an effective fulfillment 

of his dreams, and when negative, 

vain pretense and self-importance. 

When positive, the degree is 

successful participation in every 

possible variety of experience, and 

when negative, lack of capacity for 

psychological adjustment. 

When positive, the degree is 

subtle persuasiveness by which 

real support is gained for any given 

end, and when negative, lack of all 

appreciation for enduring realities. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Virgo 6° A merry-go-round Virgo 7° A harem Virgo 8° First dancing instruction Virgo 9° A man making a futurist 

drawing 

Virgo 10° Two heads looking out 

and beyond the shadows 

DIVERSION RESTRAINT ASSISTANCE EXPERIMENT INTELLIGENCE 

When positive, the degree is 

endless and happy resourcefulness 

in a constant reorientation of self 

to meet varying exigencies of life, 

and when negative, a continuous 

and senseless ricochet from one to 

another meaningless phase of self-

expression. 

When positive, the degree is a 

courageous and complete disregard 

of limitation by the rejection of its 

terms at any cost, and when 

negative, self-betrayal for 

momentary ease.  

When positive, the degree is 

achievement through a personal 

competence and a high gift for co-

operation, and when negative, 

cheerful acceptance of ineptitude. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for the illimitable expansion of the 

human mind and a consequent 

extension of its powers, and when 

negative, complete and continuous 

confusion of ideas. 

When positive, the degree is a 

superb capacity for seeing both 

sides in every given issue and so 

bringing all the various phases of 

human enterprise to some unity of 

common purpose, and when 

negative, hopeless fragmentation 

of self within itself. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Virgo 11° A boy molded in his 

mother's aspiration for him 

Virgo 12° A bride with her veil 

snatched away 

Virgo 13° A strong hand supplanting 

political hysteria 

Virgo 14° A family tree Virgo 15° An ornamental 

handkerchief 

EXACTION INVITATION POWER GENTILITY GRACEFULNESS 

When positive, the degree is 

personal excellence sustained in its 

own creative consciousness, and 

when negative, insensitive 

conformity to superficialities. 

When positive, the degree is 

absolute purity in motive and a 

completely unconditioned fullness 

of self-giving as a prophecy of high 

reward, and when negative, 

unfounded self-esteem or 

contempt for moral values. 

When positive, the degree is 

consistent effectiveness in 

dramatizing personal potentials, 

and when negative, loss of all 

opportunity by timid action. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional fidelity to some unique 

promise of self and so an ultimate 

achievement of distinction, and 

when negative, a false sense of 

heritage.  

When positive, the degree is an 

effective refinement of personal 

manner and a high achievement 

through an exceptional charm, and 

when negative, insinuating self-

pretense and a pompous interest in 

trifles. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Virgo 16° An orangutan Virgo 17° A volcano in eruption Virgo 18° An ouija board Virgo 19° A swimming race Virgo 20° An automobile caravan 

DEXTERITY EXPLOSION ACUMEN ELIMINATION VARIETY 

When positive, the degree is man's 

ability to strip himself to 

fundamentals and there stand 

proudly on his own, and when 

negative, self-justification in 

crudity or violence. 

When positive, the degree is 

creative passion as a rejection of 

superficiality and a genuine 

ordering of self, and when 

negative, petulance and tantrums. 

When positive, the degree is 

cleverness in making use of 

everyday insights and intimations, 

and when negative, a bondage to 

superstition and a surrender to the 

unknown. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

capacity for any extreme of self-

pointedness he may find valuable in 

a given case, and when negative, 

inadequate self-dramatization. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional capacity for creating a 

greater promise and producing 

expanded dividends in every area 

of human activity, and when 

negative, improvidence and 

restlessness. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Virgo 21° A girls' basketball team Virgo 22° A royal coat of arms Virgo 23° An animal trainer Virgo 24° Mary and her white lamb Virgo 25° A flag at half-mast 

EXPRESSION PREROGATIVE RESOLUTENESS ARTLESSNESS RESPECT 

When positive, the degree is 

effective self-consummation 

through exceptional co-operation 

and adaptability, and when 

negative, listless conformity. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for bringing all men together in 

common purpose and unified 

stability, and when negative, subtle 

exploitations of the unwary. 

When positive, the degree is 

illimitable patience and adroitness 

in personal accomplishment, and 

when negative, futile show-off and 

idle boasting. 

When positive, the degree is a 

highly ingenuous creativity by 

which an individual is able to make 

all contact with others a worth-

while relationship of self, and when 

negative, happy-go-lucky vacuity of 

spirit and understanding. 

When positive, the degree is 

achievement in a full 

transcendence of selfhood, and 

when negative, superficial self-

dramatization. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Virgo 26° A boy with a censer Virgo 27° Grande dames at tea Virgo 28° A bald-headed man Virgo 29° A man gaining secret 

knowledge from a paper he is 

reading 

Virgo 30° A false call unheard in 

attention to immediate service 

RAPTURE APLOMB DOMINANCE DISCOVERY SAFEGUARD 

When positive, the degree is a 

completeness of self-dedication 

and an achievement grounded in a 

consistent worthiness of living, and 

when negative, a resort to empty 

motions in order to avoid any 

appreciable self-expenditure.  

When positive, the degree is an 

efficient administration of 

inheritance or position and a full 

capitalization on the opportunities 

of common experience, and when 

negative, a selfish delight in special 

privileges of any sort. 

When positive, the degree is 

accomplishment through a 

completeness of self-mastery and 

a rigid control of others, and when 

negative, a sadistic sophistication. 

When positive, the degree is 

imagination brought to the full of 

its powers through conscious 

effort, and when negative, loss of 

common sense in pure supposition. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptionally gratifying self-

fulfillment through the 

development of a genuine integrity, 

and when negative, consistently 

witless indiscretion. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-efficient-generalizing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Libra 1° A butterfly made perfect 

by a dart through it 

Libra 2° The light of the sixth race 

transmuted to the seventh 

Libra 3° The dawn of a new day, 

everything changed 

Libra 4° A group around a campfire Libra 5° A man teaching the true 

inner knowledge 

ARTICULATION THRESHOLD INNOVATION AMIABILITY AFFINITY 

When positive, the degree is man's 

awakening to the need for some 

more whole-souled focus of 

character, and when negative, the 

loss of all true selfhood by a 

needless surrender to the world 

and conformity to its ways. 

When positive, the degree is the 

imaginative sweep of man's vision 

and an eagerness to execute its 

promise, and when negative, a loss 

of reality in an infinitely regressive 

otherworldliness or a total lack of 

all practicality. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

insatiable appetite for experiment 

and continuing self-discovery in 

every possible area of human 

experience, and when negative, 

inability to catch the challenge of 

living in even the most trivial 

matters. 

When positive, the degree is 

special skill in building an everyday 

morale and in sustaining an 

effective structure for further 

and greater objectives in life, and 

when negative, a lazing away of 

opportunity and an idle dependence 

on others.  

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for understanding and 

calling out the underlying 

realizations by which human 

character comes to know itself at 

its best, and when negative, 

fatuous pride in the self's acumen 

and subtle or underhanded 

attempts to dominate everyone. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Libra 6° The ideals of a man 

abundantly crystallized 

Libra 7° A woman feeding chickens 

and protecting them from the 

hawks 

Libra 8° A blazing fireplace in a 

deserted home 

Libra 9° Three old masters hanging 

in an art gallery 

Libra 10° A canoe approaching 

safety through dangerous waters 

PERSONIFICATION SHREWDNESS GUARDIANSHIP ACCORD COMPETENCY 

When positive, the degree is power 

through the full employment of 

imagination for the discovery and 

development of human potentiality, 

and when negative, self-defeat 

through inadequate expectation 

and superficial allegiances. 

When positive, the degree is a high 

competence in administering the 

duties of normal experience and a 

very special skill in protecting the 

self's real interests, and when 

negative, a complete personal 

ineptitude in the face of life's 

everyday and recurrent 

complexities. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional gift for enlisting both 

men and the natural forces of life 

in the service of self and its 

dominating vision, and when 

negative, a witless dismissal of all 

affairs to their own devices. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for bringing people and events 

together in high appreciation of 

the greater values of life, and 

when negative, idle worship of 

tradition and destructive self-

contemplation. 

When positive, the degree is 

conscious and skilled resort to the 

course of action which leads most 

surely to success, and when 

negative, a primitive love of 

adventure and a wholly 

unintelligent faith in sheer good 

luck. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Libra 11° A professor peering over 

his glasses 

Libra 12° Miners emerging from a 

mine 

Libra 13° Children blowing soap 

bubbles 

Libra 14° A noon siesta Libra 15° Circular paths 

SPECIALIZATION ESCAPE ENCHANTMENT RECUPERATION CONGRUITY 

When positive, the degree is a 

quiet mastery of events through a 

developed insight or depth of 

understanding, and when negative, 

a joy in depreciating others and 

compelling their subservience.  

When positive, the degree is 

inexhaustible resources of self 

with a consequent uncompromising 

strength of character, and when 

negative, complete inability to 

develop personal potentials or rise 

above dull nonentity. 

When positive, the degree is a 

consistent simplicity of character 

which enables anyone to maintain 

his touch with a transcendental 

magic of being, and when negative, 

a constant and idle daydreaming. 

When positive, the degree is an 

incisiveness of thought or reaction 

and an effective directness of act, 

and when negative, a fundamental 

and self-defeating disinterest in 

life. 

When positive, the degree is a 

rather extraordinary facility in 

self-adjustment or practical 

reorientation, and when negative, a 

tendency to think in circles and to 

lose all perspective in 

inconsequentialities. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-specializing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Libra 16° A boat landing washed 

away 

Libra 17° A retired sea captain Libra 18° Two men placed under 

arrest 

Libra 19° A gang of robbers in 

hiding 

Libra 20° A Jewish rabbi 

RESPITE RELAXATION CONSEQUENCE DIVERGENCE HERITAGE 

When positive, the degree is a joy 

in bringing every self-competence 

to the recurrent emergencies of 

life, and when negative, frustration 

as an excuse for inaction. 

When positive, the degree is an 

utter fidelity to the lessons 

learned from experience and a 

consequent unshakeable poise in 

embarking on any new enterprise, 

and when negative, idle 

contemplation of past achievement.  

When positive, the degree is a 

heightened challenge to every 

special talent, and when negative, 

total inappropriateness of impulse 

and act. 

When positive, the degree is 

alertness to every threat against a 

true individuality, and when 

negative, abnormal mistrust of 

everything worth while. 

When positive, the degree is the 

extraordinary insight which comes 

to those who are able to stand on 

the shoulders of the giants who 

have gone before, and when 

negative, an unhealthy sense of 

self-superiority. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Libra 21° A crowd upon the beach Libra 22° A child giving birds a 

drink at a fountain 

Libra 23° Chanticleer Libra 24° A third wing on the left 

side of a butterfly 

Libra 25° Information in the 

symbol of an autumn leaf 

EXHILARATION SOLICITUDE FERVOR DISTINCTIVENESS TACT 

When positive, the degree is naïve 

assurance and a basic delight in 

every possible aspect of human 

relationship, and when negative, a 

look to others for fulfillment 

without any willingness to give at 

all of self. 

When positive, the degree is the 

creative concern for others by 

which any individual comes to 

experience his own immortality, 

and when negative, superficial 

effort for transient popularity. 

When positive, the degree is a 

fearless self-affirmation which 

gains a sympathetic attention and 

wins immediate allegiance from the 

hearts and minds of everybody, 

and when negative, ill-starred 

conceit and ineffective bombast. 

When positive, the degree is an 

idealistic originality and a high 

facility in quick analysis, and when 

negative, an interest in the 

worthless or an obsession with the 

improbable and ridiculous. 

When positive, the degree is 

spontaneous adaptability and an 

unswerving and instinctive fidelity 

to ultimate goals and meanings, and 

when negative, fascination with the 

trivial and delight in unbridled 

fancy. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Libra 26° An eagle and a large 

white dove turning one into the 

other 

Libra 27° An airplane hovering 

overhead 

Libra 28° A man in the midst of 

brightening influences 

Libra 29° Humanity seeking to 

bridge the span of knowledge 

Libra 30° Three mounds of 

knowledge on a philosopher's head 

ADEPTNESS REFLECTION RESPONSIVENESS RATIONALITY PRESCIENCE 

When positive, the degree is 

unusually effective self-discipline, 

and when negative, unhappy 

vacillation between ultimate ideals 

and momentary desires. 

When positive, the degree is high 

effectiveness in self-adjustment 

or real skill in meeting the crises 

of life, and when negative, 

complete inability to get down into 

immediate realities. 

When positive, the degree is a 

complete spiritual fellowship with 

human kind, and when negative, 

self-stultification through wishful 

thinking. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for every inspiring or unusual 

contribution to human well-being, 

and when negative, an egotism 

which belittles or defeats even 

normal accomplishment.  

When positive, the degree is a 

perfected integrity of self and an 

exceptional gift for furthering all 

progress, and when negative, a 

fatuous pride in mere intellect.  

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

critical-ingenious-generalizing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Scorpio 1° A sight-seeing bus Scorpio 2° A broken bottle and 

spilled perfume 

Scorpio 3° A house-raising Scorpio 4° A youth holding a 

lighted candle 

Scorpio 5° A massive, rocky shore 

FRIENDLINESS PERMEATION HELPFULNESS RELIANCE STABILIZATION 

When positive, the degree is a 

basic impersonality which 

capitalizes on the opportunity of 

the moment and helps reorder the 

situation whenever there is 

difficulty or dissatisfaction, and 

when negative, a genius for 

avoiding any and every actual 

expenditure of self. 

When positive, the degree is 

persistence in creative effort and 

utter fidelity to the inner essence 

of selfhood, and when negative, 

witless dissipation of every 

resource of self and society. 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional power of 

accomplishment through a 

consistent success in winning the 

good will and enlisting the services 

of others, and when negative, a 

complete inability to fit into any 

pattern of shared relationships. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unquenchable and irresistible 

confidence in the goodness and 

integrity of all things, and when 

negative, a simple-minded 

impracticality if not a very 

unhealthy self-obsession. 

When positive, the degree is a 

poised spirit and a firmness of 

personality which enable every 

individual to prepare himself and 

his fellows for any possible 

contingency, and when negative, 

blind stubbornness or unreasoning 

conservatism. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Scorpio 6° A gold rush Scorpio 7° Deep-sea divers Scorpio 8° The moon shining across 

a lake 

Scorpio 9° Dental work Scorpio 10° A fellowship supper 

AMBITION INVOLVEMENT RAPPORT PRACTICALITY FRATERNITY 

When positive, the degree is 

instinctive self-dedication to the 

unseen potentials of everyday 

existence, and when negative, a 

lack of practical discrimination and 

an irresistible desire for easy 

money. 

When positive, the degree is a 

persistent penetration to the very 

vital core of human motive and 

make-up, and when negative, 

fundamentally unsocial instincts 

and a resort to wholly absurd 

escapism. 

When positive, the degree is an 

absolute and usually unsuspected 

mastery over the forces and 

exigencies of life and nature, and 

when negative, witless joy in the 

sheer vagaries of imagination. 

When positive, the degree is a 

creative ingenuity brought to a real 

service for others, and when 

negative, a thoughtless acceptance 

of life's makeshifts and an 

unhealthy admiration for 

artificiality. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective channeling of personal 

aspirations into the commonplace 

grooves of a shared experience, 

and when negative, a surrender of 

individual distinction and exaltation 

of naïve animality. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Scorpio 11° A drowning man 

rescued 

Scorpio 12° An embassy ball Scorpio 13° An inventor 

experimenting 

Scorpio 14° Telephone linemen at 

work 

Scorpio 15° Children playing around 

five mounds of sand 

SAFETY DISPLAY CLEVERNESS ATTACHMENT NAIVETE 

When positive, the degree is the 

inherent courage which constitutes 

a protection from the vicissitudes 

of life, and when negative, a 

tendency to hysteria on the least 

occasion and a lean on transient 

excitement for all self-realization. 

When positive, the degree is an 

absolute stability of self as a 

contribution to group integrity, and 

when negative, a smug demand for 

special privilege. 

When positive, the degree is a 

capacity for accomplishment 

beyond all normal expectation, and 

when negative, a superficial 

dawdling over things to be done 

and futile dreams of great genius. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective penetration of human 

competence into each pertinent 

complex of everyday living, and 

when negative, unnecessary 

concern over the affairs of others. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for a continual discovery of new 

and effective facets of selfhood, 

and when negative, wholly 

purposeless ineptitude. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-specializing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Scorpio 16° A girl's face breaking 

into a smile 

Scorpio 17° A woman the father of 

her own child 

Scorpio 18° A woods rich in autumn 

coloring 

Scorpio 19° A parrot listening and 

then talking 

Scorpio 20° A woman drawing two 

dark curtains aside 

ACQUIESCENCE NUCLEATION FULFILLMENT CONVENTIONALITY DARING 

When positive, the degree is man's 

ingratiating gift for employing the 

simple things of life for 

surmounting any momentary 

obstacles to his self-fulfillment, 

and when negative, self-betrayal 

through a lack of all discrimination. 

When positive, the degree is an 

illimitable self-potentiality with 

effective spiritual or ideal as well 

as practical or everyday 

orientations, and when negative, a 

characteristically anarchistic self-

sufficiency. 

When positive, the degree is high 

success in every area of true self-

interest, and when negative, a 

perverse delight in permitting 

worth-while things to go to seed. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional skill in bringing the 

whole tenor of transient 

circumstances to the service of a 

personal aspiration, and when 

negative, idle mimicry and self-

gratifying pretense. 

When positive, the degree is the 

psychological indomitability with 

which the human spirit plunges 

ahead in every new adventure of 

accomplishment, and when 

negative, a personality debased by 

fatuous self-exhibition. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Scorpio 21° A soldier derelict in 

duty 

Scorpio 22° Hunters starting out 

for ducks 

Scorpio 23° A bunny 

metamorphosed into a fairy 

Scorpio 24° Crowds coming down 

the mountain to listen to one man 

Scorpio 25° An X ray 

DEVIATION ENTERPRISE TRANSITION APPEAL INVESTIGATION 

When positive, the degree is 

effective responsibility to the 

inner stirrings of self and a 

willingness to face the consequence 

of true self-assertion, and when 

negative, complete faithlessness to 

the common welfare. 

When positive, the degree is a 

complete lack of personal 

frustration and a constant 

refinement of special and practical 

skills in the approach to daily 

problems, and when negative, a 

callous exploitation of all life. 

When positive, the degree is the 

thorough self-conquest by which an 

individual subordinates his naïve 

and animal impulses to his ideals 

and aspirations, and when negative, 

undisciplined escapism and 

complete distortion of attitude. 

When positive, the degree is an 

almost spectacular ability to enlist 

the higher potentialities of 

everyone for some practical need 

of the moment, and when negative, 

indiscriminate and carefree 

gullibility.  

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional power of analysis, and 

when negative, uncritical 

oversensitiveness to both the 

condition of self and the state of 

society. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Scorpio 26° Indians making camp Scorpio 27° A military band on the 

march 

Scorpio 28° The king of the fairies 

approaching his domain 

Scorpio 29° An Indian squaw 

pleading to the chief for the lives 

of her children 

Scorpio 30° The Halloween jester 

EXTEMPORIZATION INTREPIDITY ALLEGIANCE EFFECTIVENESS SPONTANEOUSNESS 

When positive, the degree is 

unusual resourcefulness and a gift 

for finding real opportunity in the 

least promising of situations, and 

when negative, unambitious 

acceptance of things as they are. 

When positive, the degree is a 

dramatic capacity for drawing 

events to a focus and directing 

their course successfully to what 

might have seemed impossible 

ends, and when negative, foolhardy 

self-exploitation. 

When positive, the degree is a 

special competence of inward vision 

and a consequent outward 

perspective of high effectiveness, 

and when negative, capricious self-

indulgence. 

When positive, the degree is 

personal accomplishment and 

satisfaction through an exceptional 

gift for holding first things first, 

and when negative, naïve willingness 

to truckle to others. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for making the desires and 

ambitions of self not only of 

interest but of actual value to 

others, and when negative, 

ineptness of self-expression and 

contempt for established values. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-ideal-

universal-generalizing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Sagittarius 1° A Grand Army of the 

Republic campfire 

Sagittarius 2° The ocean covered 

with whitecaps 

Sagittarius 3° Two men playing 

chess 

Sagittarius 4° A little child 

learning to walk 

Sagittarius 5° An old owl up in a 

tree 

REMINISCENCE IRREPRESSIBILITY ABILITY INDIVIDUALITY NORMALITY 

When positive, the degree is 

accomplishment through the 

cultivation and preservation of 

enduring ties with others, and 

when negative, superficial idleness 

and unhealthy veneration for the 

past. 

When positive, the degree is an 

indomitable resourcefulness and a 

naïve delight in the problems of 

everyday living, and when negative, 

pointless irritability and nervous 

self-exhaustion. 

When positive, the degree is high 

sensitiveness to every possibility 

of accomplishment or broadened 

self-discovery, and when negative, 

unsuspected bigotry or foolish 

exactitude. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional facility for entering 

experience on its own immediate 

terms while yet preserving the full 

genius of selfhood, and when 

negative, inability to take any real 

initiative.  

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional wisdom or effective 

self-restraint in each detail of 

personal accomplishment, and when 

negative, self-betraying 

intellectual and emotional 

smugness. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Sagittarius 6° A game of cricket Sagittarius 7° Cupid knocking at 

the door 

Sagittarius 8° Rocks and things 

forming therein 

Sagittarius 9° A mother with her 

children on stairs 

Sagittarius 10° A golden-haired 

goddess of opportunity 

SPORTSMANSHIP ALLUREMENT COMPOSITION EDUCATION REWARD 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional competency in crisis, 

and when negative, false pretense 

to personal excellence.  

When positive, the degree is an 

insatiable appetite for enlarged 

experience and highly self-

consummative intimacies, and when 

negative, self-exaltation and 

unbridled desire. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional ability to mold or 

remold the course of events, and 

when negative, persisting inner 

confusion. 

When positive, the degree is 

effective response to every 

personal challenge in everyday 

affairs, and when negative, 

immature act and reaction. 

When positive, the degree is an 

irresistible confidence in self and a 

tireless outreaching to all the 

wonders of an everyday world, and 

when negative, consistent diversion 

of effort to worthless ends. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

social-experimental 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Sagittarius 11° The lamp of 

physical enlightenment at the left 

temple 

Sagittarius 12° A flag turns into an 

eagle that crows 

Sagittarius 13° A widow's past 

brought to light 

Sagittarius 14° The Pyramids and 

the Sphinx 

Sagittarius 15° The ground hog 

looking for its shadow 

RECONCILIATION ADJUSTMENT RECTIFICATION CERTIFICATION REASSURANCE 

When positive, the degree is 

personal effectiveness through an 

intelligent capitalization on past 

achievement, and when negative, 

witless trial and error leading to an 

utter confusion of ideas. 

When positive, the degree is 

successful self-establishment 

through genuine self-expression, 

and when negative, idle prejudices 

and unsubstantiated claims. 

When positive, the degree is a 

successful employment of past 

failure as well as prior 

accomplishment in the effective 

integration of the personality, and 

when negative, callous repudiation 

of the self's responsibilities. 

When positive, the degree is 

effective practicality through a 

gift for bringing real imagination to 

everyday living, and when negative, 

ridiculous efforts to fill the shoes 

of giants. 

When positive, the degree is a 

natural talent for determining the 

proper course of action or reaction 

in any given issue, and when 

negative, lack of self-stability and 

ingrained timidity. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-specializing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Sagittarius 16° Sea gulls watching 

a ship 

Sagittarius 17° An Easter sunrise 

service 

Sagittarius 18° Tiny children in 

sunbonnets 

Sagittarius 19° Pelicans moving 

their habitat 

Sagittarius 20° Men cutting 

through ice 

ALERTNESS REBIRTH INNOCENCE FRONTIER PROCUREMENT 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for recognizing every opportunity 

at hand, and when negative, aimless 

expectation. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unusual realization of immortal 

resources and an ability to employ 

them wisely, and when negative, 

overconcern with superficial form 

and ceremony. 

When positive, the degree is a 

continual and complete protection 

of self through its exploration of 

its own potentials and its 

exploitation of its opportunities, 

and when negative, witless retreat 

to a wholly infantile self-

assertiveness. 

When positive, the degree is the 

indomitable originality by which 

the human spirit remains at a 

forefront of everyday 

accomplishment, and when 

negative, an unreasonable attitude 

and fundamentally unsocial 

instincts. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional capacity for 

overcoming obstacles and 

capitalizing on every possible 

eventuality, and when negative, 

lack of perspective and wholly 

unnecessary acceptance of 

hardship. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Sagittarius 21° A child and a dog 

with borrowed eyeglasses 

Sagittarius 22° A Chinese laundry Sagittarius 23° Immigrants 

entering 

Sagittarius 24° A bluebird 

standing at the door of the house 

Sagittarius 25° A chubby boy on a 

hobbyhorse 

EXAMINATION SECLUSION ENTRANCE FORTUNE EMULATION 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional skill in the analysis of 

personal opportunity throughout 

the many dimensions of experience, 

and when negative, distorted vision 

and self-defeating prejudice. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unusual gift for maintaining poise 

and self-perspective in every 

unfamiliar or alien situation, and 

when negative, unnecessary 

acceptance of self-inferiority. 

When positive, the degree is 

courage in crossing new frontiers 

and skill in repeating or improving 

on prior achievement, and when 

negative, a surrender of the real in 

a pursuit of the false. 

When positive, the degree is 

radiant good will and an 

ingratiating proficiency of self-

interest, and when negative, 

carelessness and impracticality. 

When positive, the degree is an 

indomitable determination to give 

the lesser potentialities of 

existence a more effective 

dimension, and when negative, idle 

self-indulgence and ingenious 

claims of merit. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Sagittarius 26° A flag-bearer Sagittarius 27° A sculptor Sagittarius 28° An old bridge over 

a beautiful stream 

Sagittarius 29° A fat boy mowing 

the lawn 

Sagittarius 30° The Pope 

NOBILITY IMMORTALIZATION CONSERVATION PARTICIPATION SANCTITY 

When positive, the degree is 

spiritual exaltation through some 

dramatic or vital service to all, and 

when negative, a resort to empty 

show or a demand for false credit. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional self-expression 

through a gift for building all 

experience into a personal 

fulfillment, and when negative, 

callous impersonality and 

overambitious pretensions. 

When positive, the degree is an 

individual genius for fitting all 

needs and ideals into the universal 

patterns, and when negative, a 

total lack of initiative. 

When positive, the degree is the 

calm efficiency which enables man 

to pour all of himself into the 

mastery of any situation arising to 

challenge him, and when negative, 

complete perfunctoriness of 

thinking and doing. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective and spectacular sacrifice 

of self in some enduring service to 

the race at large, and when 

negative, inordinate love of self-

display and surrender to a lust for 

power. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-

practical-original-generalizing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Capricorn 1° An Indian chief 

demanding recognition 

Capricorn 2° Three stained-glass 

windows, one damaged by 

bombardment 

Capricorn 3° The human soul 

receptive to growth and 

understanding 

Capricorn 4° A party entering a 

large canoe 

Capricorn 5° Indians rowing a 

canoe and dancing a war dance 

INFLEXIBILITY COMMEMORATION AVIDITY ORDERING MOBILIZATION 

When positive, the degree is an 

ever-effective authority following 

from a single eye of vision and a 

consistent dignity of character, 

and when negative, idle 

pompousness and a senseless 

raising of minor issues. 

When positive, the degree is 

effective self-dramatization in 

some vital service to human 

affairs, and when negative, 

overconservatism and unwarranted 

fearfulness. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for entering into the kaleidoscopic 

patterns of personal relationship 

with an unbounded enthusiasm, and 

when negative, simple shiftlessness 

or abandon. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional capacity for bringing 

all proper relationships to a point 

of effectiveness in any given 

exigency of everyday affairs, and 

when negative, inability to get 

along with anybody. 

When positive, the degree is a 

capacity for aggressive leadership 

and an unusual effectiveness in 

sidetracking minor issues for the 

sake of major achievement, and 

when negative, unnecessary moods 

and tantrums. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Capricorn 6° A dark archway and 

ten logs at the bottom 

Capricorn 7° A veiled prophet of 

power 

Capricorn 8° Birds in the house 

singing happily 

Capricorn 9° An angel carrying a 

harp 

Capricorn 10° An albatross feeding 

from the hand 

THOROUGHNESS SUPREMACY ESTABLISHMENT ATTUNEMENT NURTURE 

When positive, the degree is high 

competence in the interpretation 

of life's purposes or unusual 

persistence in employing its 

ramifying potentials effectively, 

and when negative, fear of 

experience and bondage to 

mystery. 

When positive, the degree is 

unerring insight into the motives of 

men and a consequent gift for 

organizing their efforts along any 

given line of accomplishment, and 

when negative, inability to 

distinguish true values from false. 

When positive, the degree is an 

insatiable urge to put everything to 

use and to employ every least 

talent of self, and when negative, 

idle narcissism. 

When positive, the degree is a 

special gift for inspiring others to 

accomplishment and for realizing 

the ultimate dreams of self as a 

consequence, and when negative, 

simple fantasy and uncritical self-

superiority. 

When positive, the degree is 

unusual success in dramatizing the 

potentialities of human nature and 

its ramifying achievements, and 

when negative, overconcern with 

side issues. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Capricorn 11° A large group of 

pheasants 

Capricorn 12° A student of nature 

lecturing 

Capricorn 13° A fire worshiper Capricorn 14° An ancient bas-relief 

carved in granite 

Capricorn 15° Many toys in the 

children's ward of a hospital 

ILLIMITABILITY EXPLANATION MAGIC FOUNDATION ABUNDANCE 

When positive, the degree is a 

tireless pursuit of every personal 

aspiration, and when negative, 

egotistic satisfaction in matching 

the mediocrity of others. 

When positive, the degree is self-

confidence through the acquisition 

of knowledge and effective self-

direction through the practical 

application of all values, and when 

negative, psychological smugness 

and an unreasonable pride of 

intellect. 

When positive, the degree is 

extraordinary skill in enlisting 

every resource of the world for 

the exaltation of self and the 

consummation of its ambitions, and 

when negative, consistent 

overestimation of personal 

capacity. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for bringing all things into a 

pattern of convenience and 

thereupon precipitating an 

inevitability of desired results, and 

when negative, meaningless 

limitation. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

ability to develop the real 

potentialities of himself and his 

fellows despite every transient 

accident of circumstance, and when 

negative, hypocritical sympathy 

and childish self-pampering. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-specializing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Capricorn 16° Boys and girls in 

gymnasium suits 

Capricorn 17° A girl surreptitiously 

bathing in the nude 

Capricorn 18° The Union Jack Capricorn 19° A child of about five 

with a huge shopping bag 

Capricorn 20° A hidden choir 

singing 

ANIMATION IMMERSION SUPERVISION EXPECTATION WORSHIP 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective appreciation of joint 

action and a high skill in supervising 

group effort, and when negative, 

self-betrayal through 

unimaginative conventionality. 

When positive, the degree is a 

highly effective dramatization of 

the basic characteristics and 

potentials of self, and when 

negative, furtiveness or 

eccentricity. 

When positive, the degree is the 

self's ever-widening spread of 

interest in its insatiable desire to 

leave some permanent imprint of 

itself on everything it touches, and 

when negative, smug or strong-

armed paternalism. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective breadth of participation 

in everyday living, and when 

negative, indiscriminate conformity 

to every passing fad. 

When positive, the degree is a 

unique gift for establishing a 

common interest and making it a 

power for the good of all, and when 

negative, personal aloofness and 

lukewarm loyalties. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Capricorn 21° A relay race Capricorn 22° A general accepting 

defeat gracefully 

Capricorn 23° Two awards for 

bravery in war 

Capricorn 24° A woman entering a 

convent 

Capricorn 25° An oriental-rug 

dealer 

FITNESS EXPEDIENCY RECOGNITION CONSECRATION CONSIGNMENT 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional skill in bringing the 

elements of any given situation to a 

functional wholeness, and when 

negative, complete inadequacy of 

self-resource. 

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for learning from 

experience and transforming 

setback into accomplishment, and 

when negative, irresponsible 

acceptance of the worst and 

insensibility to self-adequacy. 

When positive, the degree is the 

social stewardship which demands 

a continual self-dedication, and 

when negative, strutting self-

exploitation. 

When positive, the degree is the 

irresistible power of a true inner 

vision, and when negative, abject 

surrender to weakness. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective employment of the 

facilities and goods of a modern 

society, and when negative, 

concern over trivialities. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Capricorn 26° A water sprite Capricorn 27° A mountain 

pilgrimage 

Capricorn 28° A large aviary Capricorn 29° A woman reading tea 

leaves 

Capricorn 30° A secret business 

conference 

RESTLESSNESS PERSEVERANCE COMMUNITY SIGNATURE OPPORTUNITY 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional sensitiveness to over-

all implications and high skill in 

avoiding drab or commonplace 

involvements, and when negative, 

carefree irresponsibility and a 

dislike of intimacies. 

When positive, the degree is a 

total reconciliation of mind and 

heart in an unquestioned devotion 

to some worthwhile task at hand, 

and when negative, satisfaction in 

superficial allegiances and a parade 

of false virtue. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional success in making all 

personal concerns a matter of 

common welfare, and when 

negative, loss of all character in 

sheer officiousness. 

When positive, the degree is naïve 

insight as brought to high 

intelligence in meeting the 

recurrent issues of life, and when 

negative, superstitious dependence 

on the unknown. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for clever planning and successful 

administration in every area of 

life, and when negative, rampant 

selfishness and rank exploitation 

of others. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-spiritual-

experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-spiritual-

sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-spiritual-

receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-spiritual-

responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-critical-

efficient-generalizing-spiritual-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aquarius 1° An old adobe mission Aquarius 2° An unexpected 

thunderstorm 

Aquarius 3° A deserter from the 

navy 

Aquarius 4° A Hindu healer Aquarius 5° A council of ancestors 

DURABILITY ACCIDENT DEFIANCE THERAPY ANTECEDENCE 

When positive, the degree is 

effective breadth of vision and a 

respect-compelling depth of 

character, and when negative, lack 

of ambition and blind adherence to 

superficialities. 

When positive, the degree is 

creative opportunism and a genius 

for shaping all eventualities to 

some desired end, and when 

negative, complete temperamental 

instability. 

When positive, the degree is 

genuine psychological courage in a 

repudiation of all meaningless 

loyalties, and when negative, 

complete inability to follow the 

rules of any game. 

When positive, the degree is high 

personal skill in bringing the least 

of human potentials to some 

ultimate consummation, and when 

negative, false claims of 

psychological power in an effort to 

impress others. 

When positive, the degree is power 

through absolute self-integrity, 

and when negative, sterile 

conservatism. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aquarius 6° A performer of a 

mystery play 

Aquarius 7° A child born of an 

eggshell 

Aquarius 8° Beautifully gowned wax 

figures 

Aquarius 9° A flag turned into an 

eagle 

Aquarius 10° A popularity that 

proves ephemeral 

SUBTLETY ESSENTIALITY IMPACT DRAMATIZATION APPROBATION 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for dramatizing the deeper or real 

opportunities of a human society, 

and when negative, consistent self-

mystification and marked 

impracticability. 

When positive, the degree is a 

highly individual and completely 

unlimited resourcefulness, and 

when negative, naïve reliance on 

external accident.  

When positive, the degree is 

achievement through the effective 

dramatization of human character 

on some level of everyday 

understanding, and when negative, 

futile effort to recapture outworn 

experience. 

When positive, the degree is 

accomplishment through utter 

self-dedication, and when negative, 

vindictive pride. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for bringing the issues of life to a 

dramatic consummation at a time 

of crisis, and when negative, 

prodigal opportunism. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aquarius 11° Man tête-à-tête with 

his inspiration 

Aquarius 12° People on stairs 

graduated upwards 

Aquarius 13° A barometer Aquarius 14° A train entering a 

tunnel 

Aquarius 15° Two lovebirds sitting 

on a fence 

ECSTASY PROGRESSION INDICATION COURTESY AFFIRMATION 

When positive, the degree is an 

enthusiastic idealism and a tireless 

desire to serve others, and when 

negative, complete self-obsession. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective forward point of view 

and a genuine capitalization on all 

prior accomplishment, and when 

negative, frantic efforts to keep 

ahead of others. 

When positive, the degree is 

unusual keenness of observation 

and exceptional competence in 

judgment, and when negative, 

superficial uncertainty and a 

continual trimming to passing 

events. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

gift for meeting the most exacting 

of demands on his various 

potentialities, and when negative, 

uninspired conformity to limitation. 

When positive, the degree is a 

self-consistency which wins an 

absolute loyalty and a complete co-

operation, and when negative, 

unreasoning jealousy. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-specializing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aquarius 16° A big-business man at 

his desk 

Aquarius 17° A watchdog standing 

guard 

Aquarius 18° A man unmasked Aquarius 19° A forest fire 

quenched 

Aquarius 20° A big white dove, a 

message bearer 

ACCOMPLISHMENT PROBITY ANALYSIS CONCERN CONVICTION 

When positive, the degree is 

effective self-realization through 

achievement of consequence, and 

when negative, ambitious 

superficiality. 

When positive, the degree is 

unswerving faithfulness to ideals 

and a real determination to achieve 

them, and when negative, 

unfriendly instincts and groundless 

suspicion. 

When positive, the degree is a 

considered self-dedication to 

greater or more wonderful reasons 

for being, and when negative, self-

betrayal through exceptional 

ineptitude. 

When positive, the degree is 

special skill in bringing personal 

interests to some larger point of 

effectiveness, and when negative, a 

fear of experience and a subtle 

delight in calamity. 

When positive, the degree is a 

facility for ordering all personal 

desires in a cosmic framework and 

a gift for knowing when to act and 

what to do, and when negative, 

sanctimonious self-deception. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aquarius 21° A woman disappointed 

and disillusioned 

Aquarius 22° A rug placed on a 

floor for children to play 

Aquarius 23° A big bear sitting 

down and waving all its paws 

Aquarius 24° A man turning his 

back on his passions and teaching 

from his experience 

Aquarius 25° A butterfly with the 

right wing more perfectly formed 

CLEARANCE REFINEMENT APTITUDE SERENITY UNIQUENESS 

When positive, the degree is the 

self's inherent gift for pressing on 

and gaining increased powers with 

every setback, and when negative, 

the acceptance of all defeat as 

final. 

When positive, the degree is 

unusual capacity for the 

exploitation of immediate 

resources and the deepening of 

every potential of selfhood, and 

when negative, carefree self-

indulgence and meaningless luxury. 

When positive, the degree is a 

consistent desire for genuinely 

significant experience and a 

willingness to dramatize the self's 

potentials to any necessary extent, 

and when negative, frantic efforts 

to gain and hold attention. 

When positive, the degree is 

effective accomplishment through 

a genuine peace of inner 

understanding, and when negative, 

thorough dissatisfaction with the 

normal fruits of living. 

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for turning deficiency into a 

real asset, and when negative, 

unhappy and rebellious conceit. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-social-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-social-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-social-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-social-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-social-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Aquarius 26° A hydrometer Aquarius 27° An ancient pottery 

bowl filled with violets 

Aquarius 28° A tree felled and 

sawed 

Aquarius 29° Butterfly emerging 

from chrysalis 

Aquarius 30° The field of Ardath 

in bloom 

EFFICIENCY TRADITION IMMEDIACY EMANATION CONTINUITY 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional ability in manipulating 

the fundamental complexities of 

living, and when negative, self-

defeating worry over trifles. 

When positive, the degree is a high 

realization of values and a real gift 

for using them, and when negative, 

a loss of self in conventionality and 

its meaningless trappings. 

When positive, the degree is man's 

uninhibited and enthusiastic desire 

to be at work or to mobilize 

everything around him in his own 

interest, and when negative, 

unnecessary surrender to hard or 

unrewarding effort through a total 

lack of imagination. 

When positive, the degree is 

uncompromising faith in the 

promise of existence itself and in 

the wonders of a continuing 

creation, and when negative, 

utterly sluggish response to 

reality. 

When positive, the degree is self-

illumination through exceptional 

service to others, and when 

negative, witless reaction to 

fantasy. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

experimental. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

sensitive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

receptive. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

responsible. 

The formula is: manipulating-ideal-

ingenious-generalizing-physical-

inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Pisces 1° A public market Pisces 2° A squirrel hiding from 

hunters 

Pisces 3° A petrified forest Pisces 4° Heavy traffic on a narrow 

isthmus 

Pisces 5° A church bazaar 

COMMERCE CAUTION SURVIVAL CONVERGENCE BENEFIT 

When positive, the degree is an 

exceptional capacity for organizing 

the converging and conflicting 

interests of many people in 

practical arrangements of mutual 

benefit, and when negative, 

complete insensibility to any over-

all welfare. 

When positive, the degree is an 

intelligent independence of spirit 

and a consequent real gift for 

setting the conditions for all 

personal participation in events, 

and when negative, self-debasing 

timidity.  

When positive, the degree is 

effective continuity and breadth 

of resource in all human effort, 

and when negative, complete 

immobilization in superficial 

reality. 

When positive, the degree is an 

unusual gift for organizing all 

transient enterprise in patterns of 

a rewarding and overall 

effectiveness, and when negative, 

stubborn blindness to the general 

welfare.  

When positive, the degree is a 

special genius for philanthropy and 

the organization of society's real 

concern for the well-being of men 

in general, and when negative, 

social exclusiveness and smug self-

satisfaction. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Pisces 6° Officers on dress parade Pisces 7° A cross lying on rocks Pisces 8° A girl blowing a bugle Pisces 9° A jockey Pisces 10° An aviator in the clouds 

DISCIPLINE CONSCIENCE SUMMONS PRACTICE OBSERVATION 

When positive, the degree is 

schooled self-assurance and 

absolute responsibility, and when 

negative, unimaginative exercise of 

special privilege. 

When positive, the degree is a 

rugged independence of inner 

spirit and a courageous rejection 

of all outer compromise, and when 

negative, utter timidity of self-

interest. 

When positive, the degree is an 

eagerness for self-expression and 

an alertness to every opportunity 

for self-justification, and when 

negative, officiousness and delight 

in regimentation. 

When positive, the degree is a 

spectacular gift for rising to any 

occasion, and when negative, 

witless gambling of every resource 

and potentiality. 

When positive, the degree is 

special competence in whole 

judgment and long-range planning, 

and when negative, insensate 

otherworldliness or irresponsible 

isolationism. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Pisces 11° Men seeking illumination Pisces 12° An examination of 

initiates 

Pisces 13° A sword in a museum Pisces 14° A lady in fox fur Pisces 15° An officer preparing to 

drill his men 

DEDICATION QUALIFICATION EXAMPLE TASTEFULNESS PRECISENESS 

When positive, the degree is high 

accomplishment in an effective 

alignment with ultimate reality, and 

when negative, obvious hypocrisy. 

When positive, the degree is 

instinctive conformity to the 

highest expectation of everybody 

concerned in each new situation of 

consequence, and when negative, 

embittered self-solicitude. 

When positive, the degree is 

personal power in living common 

ideals, and when negative, 

ridiculous pretense of epic merit. 

When positive, the degree is high 

accomplishment through a 

consistent representation of the 

self's assets in the best possible 

light, and when negative, amoral 

opportunism. 

When positive, the degree is a gift 

for bringing genuine efficiency and 

real adventure to common 

objectives, and when negative, 

uninspiring drudgery. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

spiritual-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-specializing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Pisces 16° The flow of inspiration Pisces 17° An Easter promenade Pisces 18° A gigantic tent Pisces 19° A master instructing his 

pupil 

Pisces 20° A table set for an 

evening meal 

INGENUITY CELEBRATION APPORTIONMENT ELUCIDATION FAMILIARITY 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional capacity for meeting 

the unusual developments on every 

level of human experience, and 

when negative, delusions of 

cleverness and contempt for real 

effort. 

When positive, the degree is 

tireless self-refinement in an 

effective inspiration of others, and 

when negative, a craving for 

attention. 

When positive, the degree is a 

genius for organizing divergent 

capabilities in a common cause, and 

when negative, delusions of 

grandeur and unamusing bombast. 

When positive, the degree is high 

executive ability through patient 

investigation and genuine 

psychological insight, and when 

negative, a desire to live by rules 

and a conceit of empty knowledge. 

When positive, the degree is an 

effective sensitiveness to every 

passing need of mankind, and when 

negative, naïve selfishness and a 

wholly witless optimism. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

physical-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

physical-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

physical-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

physical-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

physical-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Pisces 21° A little white lamb, a 

child and a Chinese servant 

Pisces 22° A man bringing down the 

new law from Sinai 

Pisces 23° Spiritist phenomena Pisces 24° An inhabited island Pisces 25° The purging of the 

priesthood 

TALENT MANDATE SENSITIVITY CULTIVATION REFORMATION 

When positive, the degree is 

completely unconditioned self-

discovery out of wholly unlimited 

potentialities, and when negative, 

groping aimlessness. 

When positive, the degree is self-

sacrifice and a determination to 

further the ultimate upliftment of 

all men, and when negative, self-

exploitation and impenetrable 

egotism. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional ability in shaping every 

immediate aspect of life to a 

personal convenience, and when 

negative, instability and confused 

perspective. 

When positive, the degree is 

achievement through a creative 

opportunism or inventiveness of 

exceptional order, and when 

negative, snobbish complacency and 

self-indulgence. 

When positive, the degree is revolt 

against all superficial exaltation of 

human nature, and when negative, 

blind bigotry and vindictiveness. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

social-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

social-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

social-receptive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

social-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

social-inspired. 
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Date Date Date Date Date 

Pisces 26° A new moon that divides 

its influences 

Pisces 27° A harvest moon Pisces 28° A fertile garden under 

the full moon 

Pisces 29° A prism Pisces 30° The Great Stone Face 

FINESSE BENEDICTION ULTIMACY VALIDATION DISCERNMENT 

When positive, the degree is a 

thoroughgoing capitalization on 

life's transitions and an effective 

development of every emerging 

potentiality of self, and when 

negative, a completely disruptive 

vacillation. 

When positive, the degree is self-

consummation which is successful 

beyond any possibility of measure, 

and when negative, loss of self in a 

welter of opportunity. 

When positive, the degree is high 

reward in worldly goods and 

exceptional self-integrity in using 

them, and when negative, irritating 

pride of possession. 

When positive, the degree is 

exceptional accomplishment 

through judgment of unusual 

accuracy, and when negative, 

fatuous pride of intellect. 

When positive, the degree is self-

integrity in its irresistible impact 

on the course of events, and when 

negative, wholly inarticulate and 

ineffectual self-realization. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

spiritual-experimental. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

spiritual-sensitive. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

spiritual-responsible. 

The formula is: sustaining-

practical-universal-generalizing-

spiritual-inspired. 
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Ideas for Using the Zodiacal Calendar: ENJOY! 

First, fill in the date in the space provided. Keep track! 360 symbols versus 365 or 366 days in a calendar year mean that there will be some days that have the 

same symbol. And, surprisingly, to some, there may come a day when the sun passes through two degrees in one day! This is all part of learning to live in rhythm 

with Mother Earth and her orbit around Sol, our star. You can follow along, easily, by checking the current solar degree right here on SabianGeometry.com! And 

remember the first rule: Always round up! If the degree is 01˚ 01’-59’, the Sabian symbol is 2˚. If the degree is 02˚ 01’-59’, the Sabian symbol is 3˚, and so on. 

The word symbols, keywords and positive and negative interpretations have been provided, as well as the formula which is utilized in the Inner Structure of 

Symbolical Astrology. More on that as we go! Check out my videos and learn more about these formulas. They are not necessary to understand in order to get 

started! 

The large space, of course, is for your convenience in writing down notes. One suggestion is to jot down the highlight of your day. It is not necessary to try and 

force the day’s experience into the symbol’s meaning! Simply jot down your thought, experience, or major event/memory of the day. Observe where they fall 

into the rhythm of the mandala. Just take notice for now. This is all part of getting into the flow of working with this amazing set of symbols. Again, the videos 

and other resources which will be made available will facilitate a deepening and broadening of understanding as we journey into the world of the Sabian 

symbols. However, if you see the connection, note it, by all means! Wonderful! 

And, please don’t be shy! If you resonated with the negative, that’s not necessarily a bad thing. Here’s the thing: We are doing this to get to know ourselves. We 

are dealing with self-honesty, self-revelation. There is no skirting the life experience! So, write it down, by all means! The negative symbolc interpretation is a 

critical component of being human. It has tremendous value when it appears and reveals a very important message for us. Of course, it is not the “objective”! 

But when it does show up, as it will for each one of us, we need to be aware of it. 

This is a journey of self-discovery. This is private. There is no need to ever share your calendar with anyone else, rest assured! Symbolical Astrology and the Inner 

Structure requires only that you take a moment at the end of each day to capture your life experience. The linking and connecting between the degrees and the 

signs can only take place when we have first gathered and collected our data. But we aren’t trying to prove something, we’re out to discover something! 

Enjoy your Zodiac calendar. It may take a few signs to get familiar with, but soon you’ll realize that you are becoming intimately aware of the current sign and 

degree of the zodiac as never before! When someone asks you what the date is and you hear yourself respond with the sign and degree?.... Well, give yourself a 

gold star! (And jot it down on your Zodiac calendar!) ;-)  

You may also enjoy writing in the degree phase number: Aries 1 is phase 1, all the way through to Pisces 30, phase 360. Another thing you might like to track is 

the decans or decanates, which I will share more information about later, but this is a division of the signs into three groups of ten. There are many cycles we can 

utilize! They aren’t required, but you may find them valuable. For now, the pages are in groups of five. That is also for a special purpose. Follow along as we 

immerse ourselves in Symbolical Astrology: the Inner Structure and functioning of the Sabian symbols!  

Namaste, Saijin, email Saijin@sabiangeometry.com if you have any questions! 

mailto:Saijin@sabiangeometry.com

